U.S. Corporations: Still Pitching
After All These Years
If we continue to allow commercial exploitation in
the schools, we are partners in the transformation
of education from a free marketplace of ideas to a
common marketplace of goods.

S

choolchildren are for sale to the
highest bidder. This was true in
1979, when my book Hucksters
in the Classroom: A Review of Industry
Propaganda in Schools was pub
lished, and the situation is even more
threatening today. Today's corpora
tions are slicker, more sophisticated in
their marketing strategies than they
were a decade ago. Intrusions into the
classroom by business interests con
tinue unabated—some blatantly pro
motional, others more subtly biased.
But schools are not alone in being
transformed into commercial vehicles
for advertising to children. Book cov
ers, lunch boxes, coloring books, com
ics, T-shirts, radios, and toys—every
thing in the child's world becomes ad
space. Toy gas trucks bear Mobil or
Shell on their sides, toy cargo trucks
carry make-believe loads of Pepsi Cola
or Budweiser, and toy telephone
trucks are labeled Bell Systems

Sophisticated Tools in a
Power Game

However, commercial exploitation of
curriculum is qualitatively different
from—and more reprehensible than—
other forms of market advertising to
children precisely because it masquer
ades as "education." Under the tutelage
of business, knowledge becomes the
means to an end—quantitative, prag
•
matic, and marketable.
The result is an anti-intellectual em
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phasis that creates a trade school men
tality to secure jobs and a consumptionist drive to purchase status goods
Thus, corporate handouts are not sim
ple supplementary gifts but sophisti
cated marketing tools for a high-stakes
power game that alters the purpose of
public education As a marketplace of
ideas, the school should offer a bal
ance and diversity of views, not free
access for those who pay entrance

Book covers, lunch
boxes, coloring
books, comics,
T-shirts, radios, and
toys—everything in
the child's world
becomes ad space.

Good Fences Make Good
Neighbors

But teachers need help seeking out
alternative resources and counterbal
ancing perspectives. They often lack
the time and the expertise to compen
sate for subtle or flashy Madison Ave
nue bias. Insufficient disclosure label
ing of the sponsoring company's
vested interests, for example, prohib
its a teacher from adequately weighing
the advocacy perspective within a bal
anced lesson plan.
And who decides if it's public ser
vice or propaganda? Corporate public
relations easily drape their commer
cial motive with artistic form or focus,
transforming specific product promo
tion into a civic discussion of the
needs and difficulties in a product
field. Thus, "image" advertising is
used to promote the company name
without any direct selling; "issue" ad
vertising is used to argue the com
pany's position on current public con
troversies.
Advertising through either ap
proach entraps educators in the ma
neuvers of language and the camou
flage of public relations. Thus, firms
with significant access to capital can
skew social, economic, or political de
bate through sustained education or
media campaigns. Electric utilities, re
member, promoted nuclear power as
"energy education."
If we defer to commercial exploita77

tion of the curriculum—masquerad
ing as "education"—corporations will
continue to avoid accountability, and
we will continue to participate in the
transformation of education from a
free marketplace of ideas to a com
mon marketplace of goods.

sional, and academic sources in coun among today's youth, replaces values
with commodities Artificial expecta
terbalance;
• training teachers and students in tions are created as a result of overexcritical selection and assessment of posure to material goals The effects
are a numbing of critical inquiry into
commercial materials and methods;
• promoting more evaluative study motives, a monopoly of economic
on the form and content of corporate power in society, and a dearth of eth
materials and their effects on students ical values in life—a kind of cultural
Certainly, the problems of financing poverty
education and the budget constraints
We must take precautions now to
on school resources need reevalua- curb commercial exploitation in the
tion. Yet drawing on private monies to schools, lest our schools fall farther
underwrite instructional materials is and farther from their intellectual and
contrary to the structure and principle social purposes. Do we really want the
of tax-supported public education Jolly Green Giant teaching nutrition,
Curricular materials, like teachers' sal Reddy Kilowatt teaching energy, and
aries, should come from public mon chemical companies teaching about
ies without intervention from private the environment?
Schoolchildren are not the rational
interests Would we trust a teacher
endowed as an Exxon Fellow? Let's consumers for whom advertising pro
look at alternatives—reforms in vides information relevant to logical
school finance, tax assessment, and tax market behavior. We must not allow
enforcement to offset the lack of local them to become pawns in the game of
funds for instructional resources.
building corporate images D

Safeguards and Boundaries
We are, therefore, in dire need of
safeguards to curb commercial intru
sions in our schools. It's time to draw
some boundaries In the U.K., a gov
ernment agency called the National
Consumer Council has issued evalua
tion guidelines for commercially
sponsored education materials in their
country, as has the International Orga
nization of Consumers Unions world
wide. Perhaps education associations
or government agencies should take
responsibility for this oversight in the
U.S. For example, we might consider:
• disclosure labeling of corporate
sponsorship and vested interests but
not trademark logos or mascots;
What's Really at Stake
• recruiting alternative materials Left unchallenged, pervasive commer
from government, consumer, profes cial influence, as we can observe
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